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2.1. Introduction : 

Possibilit¥ of daposi~ion by simple immersion ana. 

withdre~.wal is a highly attrcs.ctive erie~ ManY approaChes 

were made to depO$!t films ~sing this teohni'~~. D....~osi

t1,.on of ~~ Au and Cu layer6 · 6nt.o. a solid surface by 

precipitating them fran s6i:U.tions :r,;ere known fran the last 

century.. :att the ~.,ork on dielectric layers fran solutions 

was illit:i.ated only about 30 years earlier. Following the 

woJ;"k o~ Langmuir L. ... 1..7 and Blodgett C'4..J:, a method was 

developed·to deposit filltlS :eran solut;i~.. 'rha proc:es~ of 

deposition by slowly draining ~he solutioQ _or by raising 

the substrate was not popular at that timej due t.o its 

limitation and widespread use of vacuum evaporation· and 

other teclmiqUe·s ~- · 

It was only ;-e<;:entiy that· the~ has been a ~newed 

interest .in this type o:C method for the aeposition of a 

nu.ml::>er of thin, films from solutions. In 1969 dip ... coating 



technique was app~ied by Schroeder L.-3J to modify the 

6ptical pr~rties of glasses and plastics. It was also 

f~d L.-4..7 that the dip-coating method using metal 

alkoxides is very useful for modifying the properties of 

large surfaces and provide substrates t..,:Lth. net-, active 

properties • 

Dip coating is useful for protecting particular 

eleotrical .charaaterist!<::s of the substrate and providing 

the subst.J:"a"l:e with particular elec:t~ical and magnetic 
' . . 

p1=operties in addition to modification of optical prOper

ties and !~crease in chemical durability. 

:tn recent years, the· dip-coating technique • is gaining 

attj:aetion as· the d9rnand f'or new electronic: . materials has 

inc.reaseCi. It is hoped that,. in the future, .dip-coating 

will be widely applied. 

As briefly mentioned in Chapter 1, in this tec~ique, 

the substrate is withdra\-m fran a solutic::n containing ' 

suitable metal compounds in an organic solvent, at a 

cron~rolled speed, when a liquid layer adheres to the 

substrate. :t:t is then subjected to a high temperatuz:e 

tJ;eatment, when the liquid film is converted into a solid 

one. 

The sOll.ltiOZ'lS us.ed must p09.ses the following charac

teristics 
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_ (i) _ E)ufficient sol:ubility of the sta~ing material. 

(ii) 
- ' ' 

Small contact angles between the solution and the 
. . . . . 

substrate for good wetting of the substrate. 

sorne·cimes a wetting agent may be necessary to 

inprove the wetting property of the solution. 

(iii)· Fina.J.ly, transfoJ;rnability of the liquid film 

adhering to the substrate in a solid homogeneous 

_ ·_ layer by heat treatment • 
.. 

turing the fol:'mation of the liquid film on the sub

strate the lifting movement of the carrier holding the sub

strate shmtld be kept completely smooth .and. shookless. I£ 

irregularities in the liqtiid level and .uncontrolle.d _air 

currents .are avoided then the liquid film .develops in a 

horizont~l- dipping line along the _substrate. And the _ 

uniformity -in the cfilm ca_n :be che~ked by obse~ing the 

1~te_rference fringes,_ which are fo,rmed due to the ev;apora

t!on _of- the solvent from the substrate surface., 

The quality of the films and thickness depend on the 

concentr~ti.on of the starting sol_ution and :the speed -of 

withqra't'lal,. Factors li~e viscqsity, surface tension and 

vapour pressure, which.are characteristics of each solution, 

can. be surrunarized in .a constant of proportionality (K).. I< 

also depends on ambient temperature and humidity. 

For a ~elution in a constant temperature and humidity 

condition the thickness is determined by 
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(i) Speed (V) of withdrawal, 

(.1!) Concentration (C) of the solution, and 

(iii). Angle of inclination <i> of ·the substrate 

relative to 'the horizontal line. ' The usual 

value of ~ is · 90°; i.e. ·Vertical withdrawal. 

\ 

' 
2.2. Di,n DeRosition' Setup 

In Fig•2.1, is .shown, the setup used by us for the 

deposition of films by. tbia dip technique~ Here, the 
- . - . 

pJ;eoleaned substrate in its holder., moving fJ:eely at the 
. . 

end of a,, thread. The thread passes through a pulley and 

is driven by a geared motor arra'l'lgement. The substrate is 

immersed ~to the ~olution in such a way that the holder 

.remains just outside the liquid level. For smoothly 

drat-1ing the substrate outside the liquid level~ irregular!-
'. 

ties in the liquid level and uncontrolled air currents are 

avoided,. A long cylinder iS used as a container of the 

liquid, be.cause sometimes it is required to keep the 

subs·crate with· its adherillg liquid film after withdrawal 

fran the liquid Within -the el1Vironrnent Of the Solution 

vapour for a ·l!!eu minutes before abrupt~.lY :exposing to the 

outside atmospheJ»~, . 

·11bus ·with the help of :this setup, .·one' .obtains -a uniform 

liquid film on the ·substrate •. · ·It is ·then s,.Jbjected· to high 



~ ' 

GEARED 
MOTOR 

SUBSTRATE 

· STARTlNG. 
_.,.. ______ . SOLUTION 

Fig.· 2. t. Experimental arrangement for thin film 
deposi·tion by t.he dip technique. 
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temperature 'f;reat.ment to convert into a solid one<!! 

2-'hua film fotmaticm by the dip technique .requ.:l.l!'E!s 

heating as an essential step. 'rhis is advantageou.s because 

beating fomns ohemic::al bonds betwe~n the film and the 

substrate. Rslatively low (rv 300°C) bak,ing temperatUres 

cure sufficient in most Of the Qases 1 hence highly heat. 

-resistant. subst~ates are not essent;ial. Another advantage 

of the dip technique is that.- it is possible to coat 

surfaces with mUch large,r areas ~ ccmpared to other 

standard methods sua:h as sputte~ing, vacuum evaporation, 

spray pyrol.ys.ts"' 

~ Qharactetistic; of the dip technique is the thick~ 

ness of the film. Thin films of thicknesses bet\'JSen 

soA0 soooA0 can be obtained in one dip-bake cyele. 

'rile small thialaiess. is usually an advantage £or films for 

electronic applications, while it is usuallY a disadvantage 

for protecting ·tayers. 'l'hicker films can ~so be obtained 

by this technique by repea~ing · the whole procesE? of 

dipping-withdtawal"!"baldng a nu.mbe;- of times. Sinc<:l multi

ple ®position is sanewhat labO;'ious ~ this techniqQ.e is 

not very su.i:table for films of several micranete.rs and 

. thicker films. :tt is not. usuallY possible to deposit a 

layer having a thickness much more than 5000A
0 

in one 

dip-bake cycle. Attempts to increase- the thickness of the 

deposited fUm in one d.ip-wit.hdrawal..iobake dycle by 



increasing the c;_onqentration of: th~ solute or the. speed of 

withdrawal was invariably foond to produce powdery and 

poorly' adherent deposits. 

Var~ous films. ~posited by d:lp techniqUt:!! have. l:)een 
' I ' ' ' • ' 

reported by Disl~ch L-SJ., A recent review by S~a C6J 
on the <Up deposited films by the. alkoxi~ ~oute, poiilted 

ou.t sane futu~. possibilities of. th~s techn#-cp.le •.. 
• • • • • 1 '. ' •• 

·Dip techn:J..q:Ue· is. a simple and low-Cost method,· which 

req-Uires no sophisticated speciali~ed setup. · In the 

following chapters~ we will describe depositiOn. of o~de 

and sulphide films by the dip technique. 

2. 3. . In,!Julating; , Oxide Film~. 

2. 3 .1. Introduction 1 

~nsulat!ng ox:l.de films are important be.cause of thei.t;" 

pOssibility of application. in m~iaturized solid-state 
. ' ' . ' 

devices, such as diodes, hot electron triodes, v~iable 
' . . : . . ~-

capacitors,. photo cells and elect:»;:oluminescent cel.ls L-7J. 

Ox;f.de coatin~ are also useful in various qptiac;U. deyice 

applications sue~ as anti~flection coatings, abs.ol:bing 

coatings~. partially reflecting coatings, selectively 

refl~cting l~yer systems, various filter f~ricat~on and 
' - ' . . ' .. 

t;or protect~ ve layers L.-3 ..7 ~ 



~ nuw~r of rnethods·inoiuding vacuum evaporation# 

anodizing#' chernicai ~aponr depOsition, spray pyrolY-sis# 
' . 

solution growth and screen printing have been used to 

deposit these f-ilms. 

5.3: 

Dlp technique as desc.r.ibad earlier .in. this chapter, 

is' a simple method by .which varirus oxide ·films' could be 

obtained .ea.aily •. .As the liquid fiims a.re· baked in air, 

t'lley normally pass ·over to the hitjhest oxidation s~age 

9~patible with the given tempeJ:"ature. coat_ings: on both 

sides of a_substrate can be Obtained with th~ help of dip 

teq'bnique,. whicb is ~<ivan~ageous ,in sane special cases., 
. ' \ . ' ' ' ' . . ' . ~ 

It is also possible to coat otherwise inaccessible sud aces. 

'lhis is a s~ple and 10\-v-cost method, which requires 
,. . . ' 

no s·ophisticated· spe:cialized set up. 

· . · In the foll~dng artic:::les, deposition of alumina 

(AJ.2 o3 ) and the tin dioxioa (sno2.> films by the dip tech

nique have been desc~ibed. 

·Alumina is a pranisirig coating· material for its wide 
' . ' 

applicati:on aa · a. insulating layer~ also. ':for wear and 

C#Oi:ros:Lon· resistand~~' It hii~ good. secondary emissiOn 

chat-act(!ri~tids C8J.. . tOt:. Selective coatings, alumina is 
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used as a host matrix C9.J. ~t is g~nerally deposited by 

evaporation, ~odization, ch~mioal vapour deposition, 

spray pyrolysis and solution growth. 

Dapos it ion and charact:erisation of alumina films 

prepared by the dip technique is described in tne follow

ing. 

'l'h~ starting solutic:>n was prepared by dissolving 

requisite smcu.n~ t1f hydrat~d cUum:Lniu.m nitrat_e, AJ. (N03 ) 3 , 

9H2 0 ·in .-t-butat).ol,. . A small amou..t1t of distilled -vrat~r was 

added to this s elution, to. t;iec::!~a.se the r~~e of evaporation 

of the solvent and. to ~crease the wetting ·p~6pert:y. 

Addition qf wateJ;" '-1as found nec~ssary to obtairf'qraqk-f.ree, 
. . . ' . . . . . 

smooth f ilrns. F.tlms obtained without water add9d to the 
• ' • • • • •• •• 4 • 

' ' • I • • ' • 

startin.g solutie>n tended to be gra.iri:Y and opaqtia·~ . 

. ~~cci.l.ly, a· so~ution ~J.;th .200 ··~;lit~ of A~ (N03 )3
,' 

requ~d abOut 9% 'of wate~ by volume.; 

9H 0 
2 

To ensure perfect: ~tting Of :the ·micro~·li"de Sulxrt:rat

es . the cie~i~g prod~~hr~i ~as to WaSh them in detergent, 

chromic a<;:id, .. detergent- aQd distilleq water.. Vapoq.r 
l ' . . ' . ' ' 

de.greasing was aarried out ·by exposing the. substrates to 
. ' . ' '' . ' 

ac:~tone,· m~thanQl. and. tr~dhl·oroot.hylene. successively. 7f:ae 

slides -v¥ere fmally dri~d by an. air blOt.;er'* 

'The· cleaned s·l.ide ·was then dipped into the above 
.... 

solution and withdrawn vertically {Fig.2.1) at slow speeds 
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(~ 1 mm/sec), and left for ~ 30 sec within the container 

~ow the solution level, . i.e. inside an atmosphere of 
t-bu.tanol VapOilr. 

. . . . . . ' . . . . 
This latter step was found necessary to 

avoid formation of cracks .tri the final film. At higher 

sp$eds th~ ;film fQrm~d was·. ()bse.r;ved. to be non~unifo~. Dtle 

c. are :t-Ias take~ to. pr.ote~t the ~~erimental st,9t-up . fran 

me~hanical vibrations and ai+ cu.r:;ents. A liquid film was 

thus obtained that adhe~d well tQ the slide. 

--.~· 

_ 'rhe liquid -film thus obt_ained. \'las pr;E)-baked at a . 
. - Lfor 

ta~perat:'lr~ of 6~ °C L2 minutes, eXposed to air for ~w 

seconds, then again baked at 1.20°C for 5 minutes and . 

even:f:uallr at ssoO.o~ for 1 hoo.r. 'I'h.iS. series of ste_ps were 

frund necessary to obtain c;;JOod qua.J,.ity films. othe~rl.se,. 

particul arll" if the liquid film was directly baked at .. a 

teroperature of 550°C, . opaque and gr?iny films we.re 

proquced.,. This may be ¢!ue to abrupt release of gaseous 

reaction pJ;OduCtS ~d the:r:mal shook., 

· Tin- ·dioxide ·is highly useful semiconductirig· oxide' for 

i~~s use as a t.r.al1SpaJ..-'ent. clond.Uctor in a variErty o3: di~play 

devices and ~'11aging tubes~ .:It is' aiso used as a 

W~sented at the 11Nat;10I1.al Symposium on Thin Film s~ence 
arid 'l'ec;:hno~ow" 1 :t>rO:eeqJ.ng91,: +n~an· In~titui:e of. Science 
(~. =t.sa) ·' Bangalore, 9-1'- January# .1985. 
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transparent electrode for electrochemical studies, infrared 

reflectors,_ antistatic coatings, thin film resisters ~10_7. 

Various methods have been used to deposit transparent 

conducting tin dioxide fil~ which·includes hydrolysis of 

chlorides., pyrolysis, evaporation and sputtering of tin, 

reactive evaporation and sputtering, sputtering of oxide 

targets, screen printing, doctor-blade and glowdischarge 

d9composition of organotin compounds or tin halides .. 

In the following,. t..re describe the method of prepara

tion of $n02 films by the dip technique. 

Here the starting solution was prepared by dissolving 

a requisite amount of stannous chloride into ethanol. The 

film depasition procedure is the same as in the case of 

alumina film (described in the last section>.. The only 

exception is that the substrate with the li~d film 

adhering to it was first dried in a desicoator containing 

$ulphurid acid and then directly heated at a temperature 

q.f 400°C. ~e liquid film was dried to remove water from 

it as much as possible, before heating, to prevent the 

unwanted hydrolysis which results in an insuli:;\.ting layer • 

. ~oth.~a·~. ~d s~o2 films were hard, smooth, transpa

rent and strongly adherent. They also showed interference 



col ~s at thi_c~esses ~ 4000A 0 • ~ey were unifo~ in 

thickness,. except for the trouble zones at the bottom 
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( ~ 5 rmn) and edges ( ~ l mrn) • '!'he trouble zone 't'lere 

produced due to the adhesion of an extra amount Of 1 iquid 

at the bottom due tO the surface tension and. excess . thick

nes·s at the. sides of •'the substrates was due t'o edge 
. . 

rion;..un1f'ormities.- Measurements' Were done on the uniform 
. . 

central ·part of· the film~ 

It is possible to deposit both AJ.2 o3 and sno2 films 

of any: thickness from ·soA0 to 2oooA0
· in one dip-bake 

cycle. The thickness of the films was measured with the 

help of. s.tandard interferometric method. 

As mentioned before, by rep·eating the dip-bake cycJ.e 

a nwriber of times, f.ilms of higher thicknes·ses cOUld be 

obtained easily. 

2 .4 .• 1. 'rhickness· ~asurement 

If the starting solution is kept at a constant tempe

rature and humidity condition and the substrate is withdra't-m 

at a fixed angle (90° in this case), then the thickness of 

the resulting film depends only on the speed of lifting (v) 

and concentration . {c) of the solution. 
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.(i). ~eed of lifting (v} vs_thickness (t) ; 

'lfuis study was carried out using a solution of fixed 

concentration (c) • By varying the spee.d of lifting (v), 

films of different thicknesses \..rere ·o]?tained (Jrig.2.2). 

~is shows that film thickness increases nearly paraboli

cal;ly with the increase in the speed of lifting (v) for 

e'ach concentration. 

(ii) Concentration of the startin solution (c vs 
thickness t) : 

By varying the_ concentration.of: t:Pe; starting sol~tion 
. . 

(d) for a fixed speed of lifting (v), films of different 
. . 

thicknesses· were obtaii:ie4. Fig.2.3 shows the relation 

between the concentration and thidkness· for a fixed speed 

of \vi thdra,.,al. 

2 •4•·2 •' Microstructural . Details 

~a9rost~~ctura! studies were carried out with the 

help of }~ray diffrac:tomete.r and scanning electron micro.;. 

scope. 

(a.} .(i) ~ray Diffraction of AJ.2o3 

X-ray diffractiOn studies were carried out on the 

thick films. () 1000A0
) to determine whether the deposited 
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films are polycrysta~line or amorphous. The resulting 

traz1smission ·1au~· difft-action phOtographS in Fig.2~4 (a) 
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and Fig.2 .. 4(b) of alumina film on glass and mica substrates 

indicate that the films are amorphous in nature. In. 

l:'ig.-2.4 (a) the hal.os are due to the glass and. the. deposited 

film, where as in Fig.2.4(b) the diffraction spots are due 

to the. crystalline mica substrate. The amorphous nature 

of. ·the· alumina fil.m is again confirmed by the x-ray 

diffractogram (Fig.2.S). 

(ii) x.;.ray Diffraction of Sno2 Films 

Fig.2.6 shows, the .x-ray diffractogram of sno2 films 

deposited by the dip technique. T.he x-ray diffractogram 

shows the presence of two very small peaks at abou.t 26.5° 

0 and 33 •. These odOur at the sa~ position as the peaks 

dbtain~d in the XRD for sno2 films with a well-defined 
I 

crystal structure (art 3.3.2(!), Fig.3.2). It is clear 

that a very small amount of crystalline Sno2 is formed in 

this case, which is responsible for its low conductivity. 

(b) ~canning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron m~crographs were made ~or alumina 

1;ilms (1000A0
) on mica and ~lass substrates. Fig.2. 7 is 

the scanning electron miC+ograph Of tra11sparent A1. 20
3 

film 

on glass substrate (obtained .on addi.tion ·of water).. Which 
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Fig . 2.4. Diffraction pattern of Al 2o3 film 

(a) on glass substrate 
(b) on mica substrate. 
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Fig. 2.5. An X-ras diffractogram of' a typical 
Al 2o 3 film .deposited by the di:p technique. 
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shows the presence of eXtremely small grains ~ .1 ;tt m: 

linear dirriensioris. Larger ( ~ .S~m) ring like struc·tures 

we·re also ·observed.. These are apparently caused by the 

escape of the gaseous reac:tion products while the liquid 

film was being converted to solid form by baking. 

Scanning electron micrograph of dip deposited sno2 

films were featureless. 

2.4.3~ Resistance 

Alumina films prodUced.by the dip technique were 

insulatii'lg .with a sheet resistance rv l x 1010 ft/O for a 

thickness of 1000~0•. The sheet resistance of Sn02 films 

deposited by the. ·dip technique· was SJ.so .high rv 1o4 1L/b 
for a thickness of lOOOA0 e This high value of sheet resis

tance of Sno2 films may be due to the formation of hydrates 

of SnO and sno2 ~ which are insulating in. nature CloJ. 

' \ . 

·sno2 films produced by the dip technique were highly 

transparent with an average optical transmission ~ 9~/o. 
. . 
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2.5. Discussions 

With the help of this simple and low-cost teohniqu~, 

it is possible to deposit large surfaces and the surfaces 

which are inaccessible by other conventional techniques. 

OXide films prepared by the dip technique are highly 

adherent, due to the fact that, the OH group or ~o always 

present on ceramic surfaces lead to solid chemical bonds 

betwesn the coating materials and the substrate. 

Extreme care is necessary in processing for the 

preparation of good quality a1~1mina films. It is presumed 

that both addition of wat:.er to the starting solution and 

leaving the substrate after w~thdrawal in the atmosphere 

of the solvent vapour for some time slow do~?O the rate o£ 

e~aporation Of the solvent from the liquid film adhering 

to the substrate and prOtects it from _formation of cracks. 

Again, pre-baking in two steps before the final baking 

allows the gaseous reaction products like ~o and N02 to 

escape s.l,cn.,rly and leave the final film ·intact. 



2.5.2. sno2 films I 

Dip deposited sno2 films prepared from SnCl2 and 

ethanol solution, though highly transparent have a high 

resistivity value rv 4.5 x lo-1 .n-om. 'l'he resistivity 
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is essentially unchanged even if other solvents, such as 

methanol, amyle alcohol, butanol are used., Hem:;e it is 

difficuit to reduce the resistivity of the dip deposited 

Sno2 films in this way. T.he residual water present in the 

starting solution gives rise to a hydrolysis reaction_on 

heating, leading to production of hydrated tin oxides and 

tin oxychlorides, both of which have a high resistivity. 

High temperature annealing for a long tine may eventually 

complete the conversion to the dioxide and inprove the 

conductivity. 
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